HOUSE - CHÂTEAU DE LA CHAIX
Welcome to the Château de la Chaix !

This charming 5-bedroom (three of them are doubled) GuestHouse is set on our one hectare park in
the Brionnais-Charolais region, an area where you
will discover hundreds of examples of roman architecture and culture among beautiful hills and forests
and that will soon be listed as a UNESCO site. This
is the perfect place for fans of art and history, for
gourmands, and for lovers of nature. Come enjoy the
calm of the Chateau de la Chaix, where only a bird’s
singing may disrupt your train of thought.

We have five rooms to choose from - 3 of which are two-room suites - and each is inspired

ROOMS

by one of our favorite songs. Each room offers a custom playlist, handcrafted decoration, and
unique views on to the park surrounding the house.
À BICYCLETTE

LE PETIT BAL PERDU

LA VIE EN ROSE
MON AMI MON
AMOUR

LE TEMPS DE L’AMOUR

MA PLUS BELLE
HISTOIRE D’AMOUR

THE

PARK
There are many unique moments to discover in the one-hectare
park: French-style greensward with roses and boxwood alleés, “Paradise” garden with aromatic herbs, forest area with its wild flowers
and
strawberries, pétanque court- a classic French garden game to be
enjoyed with aperitif, kitchen herb garden, open air breakfast terrace, lovers pavilion...

Once here you may feel at home. Want to stay in and

have a dinner without taking the car? No problem! Our
“Guest’s Dinner Table” offers you a gourmet dinner prepared in the traditional French style. You will remember
that the famous cattle market, where more than 1000
Charollais cattle are sold each Wednesday, is just in town
and our vegetable garden is even closer.

THE GUEST’S DINNER
TABLE

SPECIAL EVENTS
The Château de la Chaix offers several guided day trips and
cultural activities including: Gastronomic tours, Out-of-theclassroom French language lessons, and painting classes in
an art historical setting. We also host family events and weddings and our library is well suited for seminars.

FRÉDÉRIQUE MONGE
STAGE DE PEINTURE

CHÂTEAU DE DRÉE

The Burgundy region is full of historic monuments,

culinary pleasures, and beautiful sites for rest and relaxation. Please see the page “To visit» on our web site
for our recommendations.

GASTRONOMY, LEISUR,
TOURISM

The Château de la Chaix is located 67km from Mâcon,

100km from Lyon, and 230km from Geneva. Please
visit the page «How to find us» on our web site for more
information.

CHÂTEAU DE LA CHAIX
Chemin de la Gobelette
71800 Saint Christophe en Brionnais
Téléphone +33 6 09 27 98 36 ou +33 9 79 04 64 80
contact@chateau-de-la-chaix.com
www.chateau-de-la-chaix.com

